Assembling a half floor/fleece floor
Assembling a half floor/fleece floor
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Attach the floor to the tent wall using five toggles. (See the
positions marked A in the illustration.)
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Spread out the floor on the desired half of the Nordic tipi. The zip cover
must face downwards.

Pull the toggles through the rings on the tent wall so they
hold themselves in place.

Floor tensioner

Place the strap with Velcro across the end of the zip. (See B in the
illustration.) This minimises the strain on the zip. A hook peg can be
placed in the opening inside the strap, or the strap can be passed
around the central pole before it is attached.

To make the floor nicely taut, it is important to stretch
the long side of the floor first by tightening the two floor
tensioners (see C) on the outside of the Nordic tipi.
Then attach hook pegs to the four fastenings on the
long side. (See D.) The floor is then stretched with the
remaining floor tensioners on the outside of the tent.
Make sure the tension is evenly distributed.

Before using the product, please read “Care instructions, hints and advice” which is found on the memory stick that was included when you purchased your tent.

Velcro
Always open Velcro tape gradually by pulling the hook and loop tapes apart lengthways, preferably with a couple of fingers between
them. Opening in a transversal direction may damage the seams as the hook and loop tapes attach stronger to each other this way.
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Assembling a half floor/fleece floor cont.
Assembling a half floor with a half inner-tent
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Assemble the inner-tent as described in the instructions but without
tightening the outer floor tensioners at the end. Assemble the half
floor as described on the previous page but still do not tighten the
outer floor tensioners. The ends of the long sides of both the floor and
the inner-tent (see A in the illustration) are attached to the same ring
with toggles. Loosen both of the inner-tent’s inner floor tensioners.
First stretch the floor using the two floor tensioners on the outside
of the tent. (See B.) Then stretch the floor of the inner-tent using the
inner floor tensioners. (See A.) Finally, tighten the remaining outer
floor tensioners and make sure the tension is evenly distributed.
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By opening part of the zip, the ends of the half floor can be folded
away from the tent opening, providing space for, for example, wet
shoes. It is also possible to completely remove a quarter floor.

Floor combinations

Without an inner-tent, two half floors can be joined together with the Velcro to make a whole floor. Our half floor can also be combined with a
half fleece floor. To make a fire in the tent, you can fold away the floor by opening the zip in the middle of each half floor. The zip also makes
it possible to remove quarter of the floor to create an uncovered space for dirty shoes, firewood, etc. If required, a quarter floor can be joined
to a quarter fleece floor.

Suggested floor and inner-tent combinations
½ IT
½ Floor

½ IT
¼ Floor

½ Fleece
½ Floor

½ IT
½ Fleece

½ IT
¼ Fleece

½ Floor
½ Floor

½ Floor
¼ Floor

½ Fleece
¼ Floor

½ Fleece
½ Fleece

½ Fleece
¼ Fleece

½ Floor

¼ Floor

½ Floor
¼ Fleece

½ Fleece

¼ Fleece

Folded away floor
Before using the product, please read “Care instructions, hints and advice” which is found on the memory stick that was included when you purchased your tent.

Velcro
Always open Velcro tape gradually by pulling the hook and loop tapes apart lengthways, preferably with a couple of fingers between
them. Opening in a transversal direction may damage the seams as the hook and loop tapes attach stronger to each other this way.
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